Energo-medical Expert Opinion
(Blind study of the FOSTAC CHIP carried out with 20 test subjects and 3 test series)

A scientific study with three test series, comprising
•
•
•

Meridian diagnostic (System Prognos®)
Segmental diagnostic (System Amsat-HC®)
Heart Rate Variability (System TimeWaver® Cardio)

has demonstrated the bio-energetic effects of the FOSTAC CHIP (mobile telephone chip) for exposure
during a telephone conversation with a mobile telephone.
The tests were performed as single blind tests. Test subjects were not able to recognise whether or not
the mobile telephone was equipped with a FOSTAC CHIP.

Summary:
1. The investigated FOSTAC CHIP (mobile telephone chip) forming the subject of this opinion,
which has been developed by the firm FOSTAC,
effects an improvement in the energo-medical
criteria of energy and information, which are significantly degraded by the electrosmog of a
mobile telephone. In statistical terms, the results are significant to highly significant. The criteria of vegetative balance and stress tolerance
were influenced in the sense of neutralisation.

Criteria in %

without
with
FOSTAC CHIP FOSTAC CHIP

Vital energy

- 15,3

+ 11,2

Harmony

- 12,4

+ 8,4

Organ function

- 6,9

+ 4,1

Connective tissue density

- 4,8

+ 3,3

Tension/relaxation ratio

- 2,0

+ 0,3

Stress index

- 62,0

+ 9,9

Summary of average values related to mobile telephone
radiation (all three methods, with two parameters each)

2. Telephone conversations with a mobile telephone held to the user’s ear (without the
FOSTAC CHIP) reduce organ functions and cause a gelling tendency in the mesenchyme (increased
viscosity in active connective tissue or the matrix). With the FOSTAC CHIP (glued onto the mobile
telephone), these biological effects were not only neutralised, but in fact converted into positive
effects.
3. Based on the significant results of this study, positive biological, energy and informational effects
can be attributed to the FOSTAC CHIP. It is therefore suitable for acting as an protective device for
people during telephone conversations with a mobile telephone.
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